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Printing & Plotting Room Rules & Regulations 
The Studio’s “Printing and Plotting Room” provides interior design students with a variety 
of printing, plotting, scanning, and computing equipment and resources for use in interior 
design program courses.  Hours of operation are Monday - Friday, from 8:00 am – 
5:00 pm.  When utilizing the facility, all students are required to adhere to the following 
rules and procedures: 
 

1. Food or drinks are strictly prohibited in the printing/plotting room.   
2. The computer room closes promptly at 5:00.  No exceptions. 
3. The computer is to be used for printing and scanning only.  The computer is not 

meant to be used to check email, browse the internet or edit drawings and 
documents, etc.   

4. The computer is available on a first-come-first-served basis.  
5. The time limit for using the computer on a walk-in basis is 15 minutes.  After that, 

you must sign up for an appointment with Ms Margaret. 
6. Students must go thru training in ID 310 before using the plotter.   
7. Students must install the appropriate drivers for the equipment and have a 

backup USB cable to connect if necessary.   
8. Please conserve paper (print drafts on 2nd side) and recycle waste in the bins 

provided. 
9. Contact Ms Margaret when paper, ink or toner is running low. 
10. When using the 11” x 17” Laser printers, paper must be fed individually (one 

sheet at a time) or it will jam.   
11. When using the scanner, do not place hard objects onto the scanner bed as it will 

scratch the glass.  Anyone caught doing so will loose privileges and may be 
required to pay for repairs. 

12. The plotter and scanner are available by appointment only.  Please sign up with 
Ms Margaret for an appointment.   

13. When your appointment is over, you must stop what you are doing so others may 
take their turn.  If no one has signed up, you may sign up for an additional 
appointment, not to exceed one (1) hour total at any given time. 

14. Verify that you are using the appropriate plotter paper for your class and change 
out the paper if it is not the correct paper.  Refer to the plotter instruction manual 
for loading and unloading the rolls. 

15. Return the instruction manual to the compartment on the plotter so it is easy to 
locate. 

16. DO NOT leave any project files on the computer.  Should someone steal your 
work and claim the work as their own, both students will be held accountable and 
receive a grade of “F” for the assignment/project and possibly the course. 

17. Delete your work and empty the recycle bin after you use the computer. 


